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the fact that the screen is basically unusable while the phone is
out of the case is an immediate turn off. it's a condition that could
be easily improved, and you would still have the option to carry
the phone in the case. i purchased this phone for taking some
photos to upload to instagram, and for that purpose it does an
excellent job. it also has the additional benefit of being able to
photograph my daughter (7 years old at the moment), which other
phones have trouble doing. for photos i'm happy with the 5s, but i
would much rather have the pictures taken with a camera body
than a phone (with no real options other than instagram). the 5s
struggles to keep focus on moving children and for me, that's a
problem. other phones can achieve a shot that is much sharper
with better af and more consistent performance. it is a lot of work
with a great budget camera but it does work. i think it would be a
great backup camera. but it's a big lug like a 12th scale r2 unit. i
don't think it could pass for one in a movie. this camera is a cheap
plastic turd that only marginally improves on its predecessor.
sony, stop selling you "1-inch". you've already proven this is a
successful design with your iced cron cameras. even if you raised
the price to $600+, it would still sell like hotcakes. you have to
give up something for the sales, and a 1-inch sensor is cheap
compared to the optics in these cameras. if you want a 1-inch
sensor, make it an apsc. you don't need a small sensor and a
zoom. we can guarantee this camera will sell well. it will use up all
of sony's spare time to develop software.
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